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GARDE Won Design Awards in Asia Pacific Property Awards
2020-2021, MUSE Design Awards 2020 and DNA Paris Design
Awards 2020 for five projects

GARDE Co., Ltd. (Headquarters: Minato-ku, Tokyo; President: Guido Tarchi), a global company
that offers total services for interior design, consulting and coordination in a wide range of
areas such as retail, hospitality, large-scale commercial facilities, residence, offices and so on,
won “Asia Pacific Property Awards 2020-2021”, “MUSE Design Awards 2020” and “DNA Paris
Design Awards 2020” by the following five projects.

NIWAKA Ginza store

The Royal Park Canvas – Ginza 8

K11 Guangzhou
Clubhouse & Convention center

PLACE171

THE DRAPE

The Royal Park Canvas – Ginza 8
Asia Pacific Property Awards 2020-2021
Interior Design: Hotel

MUSE Design Awards 2020
Interior Design: Hotels - Platinum Award
Hospitality - Gold Award

DNA Paris Design Awards 2020
Interior Design: Hospitality - Honorable Mention Award

“The Royal Park Canvas – Ginza 8”, the first hotel in the Kanto region as the new brand “CANVAS” of Royal Park
Hotels, opened in March 2019. GARDE has worked on the design of the 1st floor lobby&cafe, M2F music library,
2nd floor lounge, “concept room” that is a part of the 13th floor guest room, and 14th floor restaurant.

1F Entrance Lobby
The puzzle art, created by an artist group “Chim ↑ Pom”,
is set up on the wall of the reception. This artwork, a
series of work entitled “It’s the wall world” that Chim ↑
Pom has been produced since 2014, was specially made
for this hotel project.

2F Canvas Lounge
With the theme of “vintage modern”, they offer an open
and comfortable space with mid-century vintage
furniture from the 1950s and 60s.

13F Concept Room
“What kind of space it will be if the guest room was
designed by the architect team of Okuno Building, a
modern building that caught the eyes of people in Ginza
after the war.” is the concept of this concept room.

14F Restaurant
Based on the design concept “timeless modern”, a
refined interior and a terrace zone which can overlook
Odaiba from Ginza, has become an attractive space.

NIWAKA Ginza store
MUSE Design Awards 2020
Interior Design: Commercial - Platinum Award

NIWAKA, a jeweler from Kyoto, has opened its flagship store in Ginza Tokyo in February 2020. Coordinating with
NIWAKA’s creative team in the process, GARDE worked on the general, structural, and interior design.

2F Bridal jewelry
Designed to highlight the sort of latticework commonly used
by the traditional Kyoto townhouse (Kyo-machiya).

Façade

3F Bridal jewelry
The key element of the 3rd floor is shoji, so familiar to
those who grew up in Japanese homes.

1F Fashion jewelry
A comfortable space is harmonized with traditional and
modern.

4F Bridal jewelry
Approximately 600 crystal strands in the shape of
wisteria flowers sparkling elegantly.

K11 Guangzhou Clubhouse & Convention center
Asia Pacific Property Awards 2020-2021
Interior Design: Mixed-use Interior

K11 is a commercial facility that blends three essential elements of Art, People, Nature established by Hong Kong
diversified company K11 Concepts Limited to become a hybrid model of art and commerce. “K11 Guangzhou” is the
fourth location in China opened in May 2019. The design concept is “the Circle of Life”, imagining the space is a
mother tree and different kinds of ecology gather just like various birds fly over from all over the world to here.
GARDE executed the new design for their clubhouses located at level 7 of retail mall and office tower, and
conventions center located at level 8.

Open Public Space
In this space with a design that emphasizes the vertical
direction, the process of going from the lower floors to the
upper floor is expressed like the growth of life.

Auditorium
A strong contrast is in between stage area and seating
area which are distinguished by concept color in GREEN on
the floor.

Platinum Suite
Ladies will have luxury dressing services in this room. The
shape of ceiling works is inspired and modified from bird’s
nest and gives you a feeling like resting inside the nest.

VIP Lounge
Customers could have a formal dining event or the luxury
exhibition in this moody space.

PLACE171
MUSE Design Awards 2020
Interior Design: Office - Platinum Award
PLACE171 is a community space created as an office extension project for Dolphins co., a real estate consulting
company. The cave-like hideout will show in front of your eyes when you open the key&secret door that only the
person who finds can pass through. Creating a space where new businesses can be fostered by gathering and
interacting.

Entrance
Mortared flooring and futuristic sharp
white lighting spread out.
The telephone in the center is the key
to the secret door.

Main Space
The duality, contrast, dissonance are
exemplified
through
contrasting
materials, such as in different wall
finishes and mortared versus wooden
flooring.

Dining Space
By using the folding screens, the
dining space can be divided from
the main space and can be used for
various events.

THE DRAPE
Asia Pacific Property Awards 2020-2021
Interior Design: Retail Interior

MUSE Design Awards 2020
Interior Design: Commercial - Platinum Award

The new concept store “THE DRAPE” operated by TAKAMI HOLDINGS, a general producer of the wedding,
opened in August 2018. From selected superior quality dresses to luxury wedding plans, THE DRAPE provides all
needed services from within. GARDE has worked on its façade and interior design.

Façade
The curtain is a ring-mesh fabric dyed
in gold with elegant pleats,
representing the ideal image of a
bride - purity, delicacy and elegance.

Reception
The chandelier designed by French
glass and lighting designer MauriusErnest Sabino in 1920 welcomes the
guests at the reception.

Dress Section
A simple and elegant space with
gold as the accent color based on
white and gray accentuates the
beauty of the dress.

About Asia Pacific Property Awards
The Asia Pacific Property Awards is the Asia Pacific division of “International Property
Awards” organized by International Property Media Ltd. It is the most prestigious and
widely recognized design award throughout the regions. This design award is in its 27th
year this year, and outstanding companies and properties are awarded by each category,
such as “Development”, “Architecture” and “Interior Design” among the commercial and
residential real estate from 25 countries and regions in the Asia-Pacific region. The Asia
Pacific Property Awards are judged by an independent panel of over 80 industry experts.
Judging focuses on design, quality, service, innovation, originality, and commitment to
sustainability.
About MUSE Design Awards
The MUSE Design Awards is one of the awards organized by International Awards
Associates which is based in New York. Approximately 40 judges who have been involved
in design for many years judge the entries collected from all over the world in various
categories such as “Architecture”, “Interior Design” and “Product Design”. This year, there
are 3820 submissions from 50 countries. This design award has three ranks: Platinum
Award, Gold Award and Silver Award, the most prestigious Platinum Award is given to
projects that have scored 85-100 points.
About DNA Paris Design Awards
The DNA Paris Design Awards is a global design award founded by the creative group In
Between, and Farmani Group which manages various activities and awards to protect the
talent of design in the world. It is a multicultural international award that aims to
discover innovative and creative designs from all over the world in various categories
such as “Architecture”, “Interior” and “Landscape”.

About GARDE
GARDE, as a branding design company, designs spaces in various fields such as retail, offices, residences,
hospitalities, F&B and large commercial facilities. Utilizing a global network, a deep design insight into
diverse societies and cultures and a talented design team embody the client’s vision. This is achieved
through the three pillars of consulting, design and coordination to create a space that combines outstanding
design and functionality. With offices in Tokyo, Osaka, and Milan, Paris, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore,
Kuala Lumpur, New York, Los Angeles and around the world. As a new addition, a base will be established in
Dubai soon.
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